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ASSURE YOUR COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT IMS REGULATIONS
THE PROBLEM: FEDERAL IMS COMPLIANCE
Contractors of government programs must maintain
schedules (also known as Integrated Master Schedules, or
IMS) in accordance with federal guidelines. These guidelines
are complex and change often. It is difficult to keep abreast
of these guidelines or understand best practices for
implementing them. As a result, most contractors are
non-compliant with IMS regulations and do poorly when
audited by the government. In recent years, the government
has increased scrutiny of contractors’ IMSs, resulting in a
record number of Corrective Action Requests (CARs) and
harsher penalties.

IMS COMPLIANCE REVIEW BENEFITS

• Reveals IMS gaps which can be fixed
ahead of an audit
• Have a better audit, or avoid one
altogether
• Improves effectiveness of your IMS as
a management tool

WHAT IS AN IMS COMPLIANCE REVIEW?

GET A BETTER AUDIT, OR AVOID ONE ALTOGETHER

An IMS Compliance Review, conducted by one of our
experts, makes sure that your IMS meets your contract
requirements. Pointing out problem areas helps you improve
the effectiveness of your IMS as a management tool and fare
better in a government audit (e.g. IBR, DCMA/government
agency audit, joint surveillance review). Better yet, you may
likely avoid one.

By revealing and addressing problems ahead of the official
audit, contractors obtain better results. More importantly, by
adhering to regulations and implementing a responsive,
comprehensive IMS, we have seen that the government is more
confident in the quality of schedule and cost information the
contractor furnishes. And the government is less likely to
impose penalties or audit the contractor.
HOW WE CONDUCT AN IMS
COMPLIANCE REVIEW

77% of all schedules audited by DCMA in 2008 failed.
Source: DCMA Report, January 2009
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With more than 35 years of IMS
experience with federal programs,
we know IMS regulations and best
practices for meeting them. Our
comprehensive review tests
compliance with all 15 of the
EIA-748 standard guidelines that
deal with schedules. The review
centers around DI-MGMT-81650,
the essential federal IMS guideline.
It also covers non-contractual
guidelines for which government
reviewers nonetheless may hold
you accountable. By examining
program requirements and IMS
data, and speaking with your
people, we determine compliance
and other IMS issues, and, in our
out-brief, recommend solutions.

IMS Compliance Review
TESTING FOR IMS COMPLIANCE AND EXCELLENCE
We have distilled our knowledge of government and industry
IMS requirements into an audit with over 100 tests. Tests are
weighted by importance, and, for ease of understanding,
grouped by function. The outbrief we produce at the
completion of the Review recaps compliance and general
schedule and cost management issues, and provides specific
action items for improvement.

Fixing IMS Compliance Problems and
Avoiding a Government Audit

CASE STUDY

SMA was retained by a systems integration/
information technology company to assist with the
IMS for a large federal program. Their government
customer was unhappy with quality and compliance
issues, and was considering formal action.
Over a period of three days, we conducted an IMS
Compliance Review. By examining program
documents, testing IMS data and procedures, and
speaking with key program people, we uncovered
significant IMS compliance issues with DID 81650
requirements and EIA-748 standard guidelines. After
briefing the client, SMA was hired to take corrective
actions, and then re-audit the program’s IMS.
Our client’s government customer was pleased with
the results, determining there was no need to file a
Corrective Action Request or further audit the
contractor’s IMS. Our client had a more accurate and
useful schedule management capability, and a
happier, more trusting customer.

A detailed debriefing
pinpoints actions for MS compliance.

WHY PARTNER WITH SMA FOR IMS?
SMA has been an industry leader in the development and
evaluation of schedules for federal programs for more than 35
years. With more than 100 top scheduler/planner/cost
management specialists, we have helped more than 400
companies/programs implement and maintain schedule and
cost management systems. Our specialty is clients who have
programs with mandated earned value management system
(EVMS) requirements.
Other Program Planning and Control offerings:
• Cost/schedule management
• EVMS consulting/training
• Project planning

With an IMS Compliance Review and follow-on actions,
the client avoided a formal government audit.

• Cost/schedule staffing

SMA helps companies become more competitive. We offer STRATEGY, MANAGEMENT, and ANALYTICS to improve your competitiveness from market entry, to winning
business, to profitable execution. We assist you achieve success on their programs with: Management Consulting; Capture Support & Proposal Development; Data
Visualization & Publications; Program Management; Integrated Program Planning & Controls; and Technical Management & Engineering.
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